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Darryl then instructed Selena, “Hey, gorgeous. Help me start the fire!”
Hmm?
Selena was stunned for a while before immediately and curtly said,
“What did you just say? You want me to help you start the fire?”
That man was getting ruder and ruder. She was the Sun Set Sect’s
senior sister. How dare he ask her to start the fire?
Darryl asked seriously and waved his hands, “Why? Do you find it
embarrassing to do so? It’s fine if you aren’t willing to since this is the
elixir for your Sect Master. Your ego must be more important than your
Sect Master’s life.”
Although his expressions were serious, Darryl was actually laughing
inside.
‘This Selena is so arrogant. I’m going to dim that proud arrogant
character of yours.’
“You!”
Selena was extremely furious upon hearing that as it was clear he did
that on purpose.
‘Fine. I’ll help you start the fire for the Sect Master’s sake. See how I’ll
make you suffer if you can’t produce the elixir later on!’
Selena glared at Darryl and started the fire with that thought in mind.

Darryl smiled and started separating the ingredients before putting
them into the cauldron in order with every step done seriously and
cautiously.
“Woo!”
Many of the disciples looked at Darryl with even more mixed feelings
upon seeing the scene.
He looked like he knew what he was doing. Could that person really
produce an elixir?
Snowy was especially looking at Darryl in scrutiny—watching his
every move. She started looking at Darryl in a different light as she
could see Darryl was not pretending as a fellow medicinal practitioner.
However, Selena found it humorous from the side.
‘Has he started extracting the elixir? Who is he trying to trick?’
Darry soon finished adding in the ingredients and started controlling
the fire.
The entire main hall was also warmed up as the cauldron’s
temperature kept rising.
Selena could not help but sneer after a while as 10 minutes had
passed. “Dude, you really know how to act. You’ll die horribly if you
can’t produce the elixir!”

In Selena’s heart, Darryl did not know how to produce an elixir and
was just afraid of death, hence he was using such a method to buy
himself some time.
Darryl smiled but said nothing.
Bang!
There was a sudden vibration in the cauldron right at that moment.
The surrounding disciples yelled in shock and quickly retreated as
they thought the cauldron was about to explode. However, they
noticed the cauldron did not crack when they came to their senses.
The sound vibration was just a reaction to the aura flow in the
cauldron under high temperatures.
Right at that moment, Darryl slowly opened the cauldron with a
relaxed expression.
At that instant, all of the disciples could not help but swarm over. Even
Jasmine could not help but stand up tiptoed and tried to get a glance.
The entire main hall was in utter silence!
What?
The next second, many of the disciples could not help but exclaim out
loud and only felt their legs jellied.
They noticed a blood-red elixir pill laying at the bottom of the cauldron
and giving off a powerful Yang aura. Not only that, but the aroma of
the elixir pill had also wafted into the air.

What?! He actually managed to produce an elixir?
At that moment, everyone’s mind was blank and looked at the elixir in
the cauldron—unable to believe what their eyes saw.
Selena was biting her lips hard as she trembled and looked
speechlessly at Darryl in a daze.
Selena was not only extremely shocked at that moment, but she was
also curious as well. That ordinary-looking man seemed to be dressed
in ordinary clothes but actually knew how to produce elixirs.
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“Master!”
Right at that moment, Darryl took the elixir out and looked at Jasmine.
“The elixir called Yang Pill is ready. It helps to cultivate and strengthen
the body and is also effective in expelling the chill poison from your
body.”
The elixir that Darryl extracted was indeed the Yang Pill.
Previously, the granddaughter of the Eternal Life Palace Sect Golden
Lion from the World Universe—Evelyn Featherstone would be in
unbearable pain every month when she was on her period because
her body was naturally yin and chilly. Darryl had once made the Yang
PIll and it completely relieved Evelyn of her pain.
Although Jasmine’s situation was different from Evelyn’s, she was
poisoned by the Millennium Ice Toad. The Yang Pill was the nemesis
of all the chill aura in the world. Jasmine could be cured of it as well
once she consumed it.
Darryl then walked over and was about to pass the elixir to Jasmine.
“Hold up!”
Right at that moment, Selena came to her senses and looked closely
at Darryl—unable to hide the suspicion in her heart. She coldly said,
“Do you think you can simply create an elixir and come up with some
stupid name to trick our Sect Master?”

Selena then said to Jasmine, “Master, we don’t know who this person
is nor do we also know what kind of elixir he produced. What if it’s
poison? Won’t it be worse if you consumed it?”
Many disciples nodded their heads in agreement at her words.
“Senior Sister is right. This man looks strange. We cannot easily trust
his words.”
“Yes, he seems ordinary, yet knows how to make elixirs. We have to
be careful of him.”
“I think he must be a spy from another sect trying to cause trouble in
the Sun Set Sect.”
The comments from the crowd kept coming over. Darryl frowned hard
and almost in tears.
Did all the women of the Sun Set Sect have such a suspicious
mindset? He had already produced the elixir, yet they still did not
believe him.
Uh…
Jasmine frowned and started to hesitate upon hearing Selena and the
other disciples’ comments.
Her disciples were right. That man seemed ordinary, yet knew the art
of elixir. It was indeed suspicious.

However, that man was located deep in the Sun Set Sect’s main altar.
He could not run away even if he was trying to poison her, so what
was the point of him doing that?
Jasmine was suddenly conflicted as she thought. She turned her head
and looked at Snowy. “Elder Snowy, what do you think?”
“Woo!”
Snowy took a deep breath and looked at the elixir in Darryl’s hands
with her pretty face filled with excitement and praise. “Master, this man
isn’t lying. The elixir he concocted is indeed the Yang Pill.”
Snowy’s voice was trembling when she said that from her excitement.
She was extremely excited at heart.
She had studied medicine since young and read many medical books
on top of having some talent in extracting elixirs as well. The method
for making Yang Pill had long been lost.
However, Snowy had once read an ancient manual describing the
Yang Pill with a blood-red color and strong Yang aura.
The elixir Darryl extracted was the same as the ancient manual
described it to be. It could not be wrong.
What?
Jasmine, Selena, and the other disciples were all shocked upon
hearing that.
That man did not produce a poison, but an actual Yang Pill?

At that moment, Snowy slowly came to her senses and walked over
before taking the elixir. She concurrently looked at Darryl closely.
Snowy handed the elixir to Jasmine in the next second and gently
said, “Master, this man isn’t wrong. The Yang Pill does wonders to
cure the chill poison. Please quickly consume it and feel for yourself.”
“Hmm!”
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Jasmine nodded and no longer hesitated before consuming the pill.
Jasmine trusted Snowy a lot and since she said the elixir was real,
then there would be absolutely no issues about it.
“Woo!”
At that moment, Selena and the other disciples were looking at
Jasmine while holding their breath and silently anticipating.
On the other hand, Darryl had a relaxed expression.
One minute. Two minutes.
Five minutes have passed and Jasmine’s exquisite face grew rosier
and shinier. It was much better than before. She was almost glowing
in an unspeakably sexy and charming manner.
“Woo!”
At that moment, Jasmine also smiled as she could not help but say,
“This pill is magical. It feels so much better compared to the Blazing
Sun Herb.”
The chill poison had embedded too deep in her body such that
Jasmine still needs to engage her internal energy to suppress the
coldness every time after consuming the Blazing Sun Herb.
However, the coldness in her body had vanished quite a lot at that
moment and she felt extremely relaxed.

“Wow!”
Selena and the other disciples were delighted and extremely excited
upon hearing her words.
They could notice their Sect Master glowing at that moment. It was
different from before. The Yang Pill was indeed magical.
On the other hand, Snowy was looking at Darryl closely. She could not
hide the admiration and adoration in her heart.
That man was a rare talent as he could produce the long-lost Yang
Pill.
Darryl then wrote down the prescription to the Yang Pill and handed it
to Snowy.
Darryl smiled and looked at Jasmine in the next second “Master, I’ve
written down the prescription. All you have to do is take one Yang Pill
daily for half a year and you’ll be completely rid of the chill poison from
your body.”
Darryl then continued with a hopeful expression, “You should let me
go now, right?”
The prescription to the Yang Pill might be worth a fortune to others as
they would not so easily hand it over. However, Darryl had the Infinite
Elixir Manual with countless prescriptions in it. A Yang Pill was nothing
to him.

At that moment, Darryl only wanted to leave this place to look for
Debra.
“Woo!”
Jasmine smiled and nodded upon hearing that, but she did not agree
to it.
Jasmine looked at Darryl the next second. She could not hide the
praise in her eyes and gently said, “Your medicinal skills are admirable
and I appreciate you a lot. Why don’t I make an exception this time for
you to stay here? It’s not too late for you to go then when my body is
completely rid of the chill poison.”
Jasmine’s tone was gentle but unquestionable when she said that.
Although there were many wonderful and rare herbs in the Sun Set
Sect’s main altar and Snowy was their doctor, her skills still have room
for improvement.
That man before her had such mastery of medicine that it was
amazing. It would only do good for the Sun Set Sect if she could make
him stay.
In addition, although the rules of the Sun Set Sect were clear that no
man could ever enter let alone stay, Jasmine made an exception as
that man was a rare talent.
Snowy looked at Darryl and chimed in upon her words, “Master has
opened her mouth, so why don’t you stay? Although it was very
generous of you to leave the prescription here, I’m sorry that my art of
elixir mastery is only average. I’m still unsure whether I could

successfully extract the Yang Pill. You could guide me as well if you
stayed.”
Snowy’s expressions were serious when she said that as her heart
was also filled with urgency.
Snowy was a fanatic in medicinal skills. how could she let Darryl go
just like that after seeing how great his skills were? She would
naturally want him to stay so she could get some guidance from him.
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Darryl was stunned at first upon hearing her words that he did not
know whether to laugh or cry.
He initially thought the Sun Set Sect would happily let him go after he
helped them, yet had not expected the Sect Master was reluctant to
let him go after showing them his skills.
It was the exact opposite of what he wanted.
Darryl looked at Jasmine with that thought in mind and smiled bitterly
before saying, “Sect Master, I appreciate your kindness but I think I
should still go.”
He had not even found Debra yet, so how could he be in the mood to
stay there? In addition, he had to stay for half a year! Darryl had a
headache just thinking about that.
Gasp!
The main hall was in utter silence as they looked at Darryl in shock.
How dare he refuse the Sect Master?
The Sun Set Sect’s scenery was as gorgeous as a painting. The
ladies were beautiful by the dozen. It was the dream of many
cultivators to enter the Sun Set Sect. The Sect Master had made an
exception for him to stay, yet he rejected her? It would be a huge
honor for any other cultivators!

Jasmine’s words in the Sun Set Sect were as precious as gold. No
one had dared to refuse her before.
At that moment, Jasmine’s expressions changed instantly as it was
embarrassing to be refused in front of so many disciples.
The atmosphere in the entire main hall instantly turned dark and
suppressed. Selena and the other disciples did not even dare to let
out a single breath.
Jasmine finally right at that moment and gently said, “Alright, I won’t
force you since you don’t wish to stay. Selena, drag him out to be
executed.”
Jasmine said these words with a smile, but her tone was cold and
unquestionable.
She was the Sun Set Sect Master and no one had dared to refuse her.
Jasmine might seem like a weak gorgeous seductive lady as well, but
she had a strong character.
In her heart, he should be gotten rid of immediately since that person
rejected her in front of so many people.
‘F*ck.’
Darryl was stunned and was almost brought to tears.
That Sect Master had too strong of a character. He had to be killed
just because he said he did not want to stay?
“OK! Ok, ok. Fine.”

In the next second, Darryl wiped off the cold sweat on his forehead
and looked at Jasmine with a bitter smile. “Master, please don’t be
angry. I’ll stay. I’ll stay. Can I agree?”
Darryl felt bitterness in his heart when he said that.
In truth, no one in the Sun Set Sect could make him stay with his
powers if he wants to leave. However, Darryl had his own principles of
never fighting against a woman. More importantly, he had no grudge
with the Sun Set Sect, hence he did not need to fight and make the
situation tense.
Darryl had decided he would pretend to agree first and then sneak out
by nightfall into the darkness.
Hmm!
Jasmine smiled and nodded upon seeing him agree. “That’s for the
best. Right, I still don’t know your name.”
“I’m Darren Derby!” Darryl thought for a while before replying.
Darryl wanted to hide his identity hence he naturally could not tell
them his real name. He had assumed the identity of Darren Derby
once in the North Moana Continent’s Holy Saint Sect and could not
come up with another name at that moment, so he continued using
that.
Jasmine nodded and instructed Selena, “Selena, immediately arrange
a room for Mister Derby to rest.”

Jasmine might have a strong character, but she also greatly
appreciates talented individuals. She started referring to him as
‘Mister’ after witnessing how great Darryl was at medicine and that he
agreed to stay.
“Yes, Master!” Selena responded and immediately went to make
arrangements.
At that moment, Jasmine suddenly thought of something and looked
seriously at Darryl. “Mister Derby, there are some things you have to
pay attention to since you’ve agreed to stay. The Sun Set Sect is
tightly guarded, so don’t simply wander when you have nothing to do,
especially at night. Otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude if you
simply wandered about.”
All the Sun Set Sect disciples were women, so how could she let him
wander about?
“Don’t worry, Master.” Darryl nodded. “I’m an honest man and won’t
wander about.”
Darryl had a serious expression as he said that, but was laughing
inside.
Haha…
The Sect Master was quite cautious as she was afraid he would do
something to her disciples.
Darryl’s own women—Yvonne, Debra, Monica, and Lily—were all
goddess-like beauties. They were so much more beautiful than the

Sun Set Sect disciples, so why should he do anything inappropriate to
them?
In addition, he had not decided to stay as he would sneak away once
it was dark.
Jasmine nodded upon seeing how he readily agreed to it. She then
laid down some further ground rules before ordering a disciple to lead
Darryl to his room.
The entire Sun Set Sect was dead silent at midnight.
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Darryl sat with his legs crossed in the room. He slowly opened his
eyes, and a smile appeared on his face.
“No one will notice if I leave now.”
After he was given his room, Darryl meditated with his legs crossed.
He was saving his energy and waiting for the right moment.
Darryl was excited as he planned to leave secretly. Just as he reached
the door, there was a knock from outside.
‘Sh*t!’ He was stunned and speechless. ‘Who is looking for me so late
at night? Is it the Sect Master?’
Darryl sighed and opened the door reluctantly. He was stunned the
moment he opened the door. He saw an alluring figure standing at the
door. Her smile was so pretty under the moonlight; she was really
beautiful.
It was Snowy Gen.
At the moment, Snowy was wearing a snow-white long high-waisted
dress that showed off her alluring long legs.
Darryl was stunned. “Elder Gen? Why are you visiting me so late at
night?”
‘It’s already midnight; why is she looking for me?’ he thought.

Snowy smiled, and her incredibly beautiful face looked uncomfortable
as she bit her lips and said softly, “Mister Derby, I followed your elixir
scripture to produce the Yang Pill, but I have failed multiple times. I
still can’t figure out the reason behind it, so I’m here hoping that you
can guide me.”
She blushed as she spoke. She was very shy as she looked into
Darryl’s eyes but at the same time filled with expectations.
Honestly, Snowy felt embarrassed for looking for Darryl so late at
night. No matter what, she was a lady, and it was not appropriate.
However, she was crazy about medical knowledge, and she would not
be able to sleep if she did not figure out how to get it right.
‘Oh…That was the reason you are here.’
When he heard that, Darryl scratched his head and laughed. “Alright
then.”
Honestly, he wanted to reject her, but he was worried that if he
rejected her, Snowy would become suspicious.
“Excellent!” Snowy was delighted when Darryl agreed. She was as
happy as a young child.
The next second, Snowy smiled and said, “The elixir production room
is this way. This way please, Mister Derby!”
As she spoke, she turned and headed towards the elixir production
room at the back of the garden.

Darryl smiled bitterly as he had no choice but to follow behind her.
Soon, he was stunned when they arrived at the elixir production room.
‘Sh*t, this Snowy is really not an ordinary person.”
Darryl saw the elixir production room was the size of two basketball
courts. There were many wooden shelves on the side, and the
shelves were filled with various kinds of medical ingredients. There
were many normal medical ingredients as well as some very rare
medicinal herbs. He even spotted some extremely rare spiritual herbs
like spiritual stone flower and prickly pear.
In the middle of the room, an oven was heating up. On the table
beside it were a few failed elixirs.
At that moment, Snowy bit her lips lightly as she said softly, “Mister
Derby, I followed your elixir scripture closely, and the sequence of the
ingredients was correct as well, but I was not able to produce the
elixir.”
Darryl looked at the fire in the oven as he smiled and said, “The
sequence is correct indeed, but the fire in the oven is not controlled
properly. Controlling the heat is the most important factor in elixir
production.”
As he spoke, Darryl shared the way to control the fire in great detail.
When she heard that, Snowy’s eyes lightened up. She quickly
attempted to produce the elixir again and controlled the heat diligently
under Darryl’s guidance.

Bang!
After the oven vibrated, Snowy finally managed to produce her first
Yang Pill.
‘Mister Derby, you are so great.” Snowy was smiling from ear to ear.
She could not help but praise Darryl, “I didn’t know that you are so
talented in elixir production. I might still not know what I’m doing
wrong.”
When she said that, Snowy looked at Darryl, her eyes filled with
admiration.
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Darryl smiled and said gently, “Every ingredient has different
requirements in terms of heat. You will be able to manage the heat in
the oven better after you have attempted it a few more times.”
“Alright!” Snowy nodded her head continuously and asked curiously,
“Mister Derby, apart from the Yang Pill, do you still have other pill
scriptures?”
At that moment, her eyes were filled with a passion for elixirs. She
knew a lot of elixir scriptures too, but they were only ordinary elixirs
and were nothing compared to the Yang Pill.
‘Since Mister Derby has knowledge about the Yang Pill that was lost
for generations, there must be other rare elixirs that he knows. I must
seize this opportunity to learn from him properly,’ she thought.
“I have them of course!” Darryl gave it a thought and replied, “For
example, the elixir that has the completely opposite effect is called
Chilly Marrow Pill. It’s specifically used for treating overheating in
one’s body. Cultivators consume it to prevent back fire during
cultivation.”
Darryl went on sharing. He had planned just to say a few things and
leave immediately as time will wait for no one. If he did not manage to
escape that night, he would need to wait another day. However, Darryl
did not want to disappoint Snowy when he saw the desperation to
learn on her face.

At that moment, Snowy stood there looking at Darryl with admiration.
She was listening seriously and with full concentration in order not to
miss out any words.
When Darryl was done speaking, he smiled gently and said, “Of
course, to produce the Chilly Marrow Pill, requires the complete
opposite type of heat as compared to the Yang Pill. It requires a cold
fire to do the job. Just like how it sounds, a cold fires’ temperature is
extremely low, like ice. It’s difficult to control. If you wish to set a cold
fire, you will need white shells, deep damped woods…”
When she heard that, Snowy clapped her hands and said, “We have
white shells and deep damped woods here!”
She took out the white shells and deep damped woods from the side
and smiled happily when she said, “Mister Derby, since you mentioned
the Chilly Marrow Pill, please teach me how to produce it.”
Then, she remembered something, and she continued to say, “White
shells and deep damped woods can be used to light up the cold fire?
Do we activate our internal energy and light both of them together?”
She activated her internal energy and transferred the energy into
the white shells and deep damped woods.
Darry had the shock of his life as he watched her. He spoke to
immediately stop her, “No…”
The deep damped woods were obtained from 10,000 feet under the
sea, and its cold aura was extremely powerful. During elixir
production, you first need to light up the deep damped wood, and at
the same time, move three feet away to allow the wood to release the

excessive chill aura. Then, the white shells will be added to form the
true chill fire.
If the excessive chill aura was not released, anyone who went near it
would easily be attacked by the chill aura.
At that moment, Snowy was holding the deep damped wood and was
about to light it up together with the white shell, which was extremely
dangerous.
Darryl was still in shock. He was about to go near her to hit the deep
damped wood in Snowy’s hand away, but he was a step too late.
Bang!
The white shells and deep damped wood started to burn and formed
an icy blue flame after it was activated by internal energy. The
temperature dropped in an instant.
The next second, the icy blue flame was seen following the deep
damped wood and spread instantly onto Snowy’s body.
“So cold…” Snowy shivered as an indescribable chill attacked her
body. Her face was pale, and she was freezing.
At that moment, she felt as if she was in a freezing ice cave. Her body
could not stop trembling, and her mind was almost frozen; she felt
horrible.
“Cold. Very cold…” she was shouting as if she had lost her mind. She
was in great pain and hugged Darryl all of a sudden.

She had lost her mind after the cold attack. She felt Darryl’s body heat
from beside her, so she unconsciously hugged him to get some
warmth.
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Darryl smelt a nice scent blowing into his face when Snowy hugged
him.
Gulp!
Feeling Snowy’s voluptuous body, Darryl could not help but swallow
his saliva.
After enjoying the hug for a while, Darryl regained his thoughts and
started to activate his internal energy to help Snowy release the chill
aura in her body.
When he was doing that, Darryl sighed discreetly.
‘Snowy is so impatient. Even though she just wanted to learn to
produce the Chilly Marrow Pill, she must let me finish speaking first.
Look what happened now; her body is attacked by the chill aura and
so she has to suffer.’
In contrast with the chill poison in Jasmine’s body, Snowy was only
attacked by a chill aura from the deep damped wood. It was not too
serious, and she would be fine after the chill aura was extracted.
After two minutes, Darryl had successfully extracted the chill aura in
Snowy’s body.
At that moment, Snowy’s body trembled, and her mind became clear
again. Once she came back to her senses, she saw that she was
hugging Darryl tightly.

Snowy was stunned and blushed instantly as she struggled clumsily to
get out of Darryl’s arms.
She stared at Darryl in anger and shame.
“You…what are you doing?”
‘This Darryl Derby. I respect him so much, but he took advantage
when I was not alert to hug me!’
Darryl was frustrated as he smiled and said, “Elder Gen, you lit up the
deep damped wood suddenly causing the chill aura to attack your
body. You were the one to come and hug me.”
Darryl continued seriously, “I helped you extract the chill aura in your
body.”
Snowy bit her lips tightly and started to think deeply.
‘It sounds like he’s telling the truth. I hugged him first. I was too cold
earlier and had subconsciously hugged something warm,’ she
thought, blushing like a burning cloud.
She was a conservative person and rarely talked with any men, but
she hugged Mister Derby. How shameful that was.
“Mister Derby!” At that moment, Snowy bit her lips and walked towards
Darryl. Her exquisite face looked shy, coupled with her begging
emotion. “Mister Derby! Let’s pretend what happened today didn’t
happen. Please don’t tell anyone. Please.”
Her voice was so soft that you could barely hear her.

Although Snowy looked gentle like water, as a Sun Set Sect elder, she
was arrogant. She never imagined in her wildest dreams that one day
she would have to put her dignity aside to beg a man.
Darryl smiled and looked at her. “Elder Gen, don’t take it seriously. I’ve
already forgotten what happened earlier.”
Although he said that, Darryl still felt this was funny discreetly in his
heart.
‘This Snowy is so interesting. It was just a simple hug; nothing else
happened. Why is she so nervous?’
Snowy felt relieved when she heard that as she nodded her head and
spoke softly, “Mister Derby, it’s getting late; I should go to bed. You
should go to rest in your room too.”
When she said that, Snowy’s head was looking down. She did not
look Darryl in his eyes. She looked really shy.
Snowy wanted to continue to get Darryl to teach her about elixir
production, but she felt extremely embarrassed and awkward after
what happened earlier. She was not in the mood anymore.
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“Alright, Elder Gen, see you tomorrow.” Darryl smiled as he nodded
his head. He looked calm, but Darryl inside, he was sighing in relief.
Finally, that was over. If Snowy continued to ask him to teach her
about elixir production, he would not be able to escape that night.
After he spoke, Darryl and Snowy were about to leave the elixir
production room.
“Elder Gen!”
Before they reached the door, a female disciple walked in. She
greeted Snowy politely. “Elder Gen! Elder Master is here, and he is
injured. Sect Master is worried and she hopes you can go take a look.”
‘Elder Master is here?’ Snow was stunned.
Then her face became dark and serious suddenly. She nodded her
head and said, “Alright, I will go right away!”
Next, Snowy turned and looked at Darryl as she smiled and said,
“Mister Derby, please come with me to take a look. Elder Master is so
powerful and yet he is injured; it must be serious.”
At that moment, Darryl could not cry or laugh. He was frustrated in his
heart. He was planning to leave the Sun Set Sect quietly after he left
Snowy. Who knew an injured Elder Master would appear?

‘That is not right. Isn’t Sect Master the highest position in the Sun Set
Sect? Why is there an Elder Master all of a sudden? And who is this
Elder Master?’ he thought.
Darryl nodded towards Snowy and said, “Alright!”
He wanted to reject her. He was already delayed in the elixir
production room; if he still could not find a way to escape, he would
not be able to leave that night.
However, Darryl could not find any excuse to reject her.
No matter what, he stayed at Sun Set Sect in his role as a doctor. It
would raise everyone’s suspicion if there were a patient at Sun Set
Sect, but Darryl did not appear.
Snowy did not say anything further as she led Darryl towards the front
hall.
Jasmine was sitting on a soft seat in a long, red silk dress in the front
hall. She looked alluring as the dress showed off her body perfectly.
Beside her were over ten elite female disciples standing by to wait for
her orders at any time.
Sitting on the chair opposite her was a handsome, smart-looking man
who had a pale face and looked deviant in between his brows.
He was the Sect Master of Illusion Sound Sect, Jackie Pearson.
Jackie was not only the Sect Master of the Illusion Sound Sect, but he
was also the Elder Master of the Sun Set Sect. Although he shared

the same last name with Jasmine and had a very close relationship,
they were not blood-related. They were just really close to each other.
Jackie and Jasmine were both orphans and were adopted by an
unknown person in the community when they were little. He passed all
his knowledge to them. After both of them grew up, Jackie and
Jasmine formed the Sun Set Sect in secret. Later, Jackie went through
an exceptional experience and became the Sect Master of Illusion
Sound Sect.
Since the Sun Set Sect lived in seclusion and did not communicate
with the outside world, people only knew that they had a beautiful
goddess as their Sect Master. No one knew their Elder Master was the
Illusion Sound Sect Sect Master Jackie.
At that moment, Jasmine looked closely at Jackie, feeling his really
weak condition. She asked, worried, “How are you feeling? Who
injured you?”
Jackie smiled lightly and replied, “A highly unexpected person, the
World Universe hero, Elysium Gate Sect Master, and Westrington
Emperor, Darryl Darby!”
When he spoke about Darryl, Jackie could not hide the anger in his
eyes.
He had been in the Yellow Sea Continent, not because he was
seeking revenge against someone, but because Darryl defeated him
in front of many people in the community. That was his greatest
humiliation!

Jasmine’s body trembled when she heard that. Her exquisite face was
filled with amazement. “Darryl? He was the one who led the South
Cloud world and defeated Grand Master Erlang?”
Although she seldom interacted with the community, Jasmine still
knew what was going on in all of the nine continents very well. As
such, she definitely knew about Darryl.
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Darryl was famous across the nine continents. Who would not be
surprised to see him suddenly appear at the Yellow Sea Continent and
injure Jackie?
Sigh!
At that moment, Jackie took a deep breath, and his voice was deep
when he spoke, “Darryl is really powerful. I was injured from the
vibration from his Heavenly Halberd. I will need to rest for at least half
a month. So, I will have to trouble you for this period of time.”
The main altar of the Sun Set Sect was quiet and peaceful. There
were countless flora and fauna around. For the past few years,
whenever Jackie was injured or was cultivating, he would always go to
the Sun Set Sect.
Jasmine smiled and said gently, “Don’t worry about it. You are getting
better here. No one will disturb you. Oh yes, I’ve ordered Elder Gen to
come to take a look at your condition and give you some pills.”
Jackie nodded when he heard that as a smile appeared on his face.
‘Snowy is a famous doctor at the Sun Set Sect. My injury will definitely
recover quickly with her helping to take care of me.’
Snowy walked in together with Darryl.
“Sect Master, Elder Master!” Snowy greeted with a smile once she
entered.

Next, Snowy said to Jasmine, “I was working on an elixir production
technique with Mister Derby in the elixir production room earlier. I
brought him along when I heard the Elder Master is here and injured.”
Jasmine smiled as she nodded her head.
At that instant, Jackie’s eyes rolled and locked on Darryl, looking at
him in anger and surprise.
Darryl had used the Transfiguration Power; Jackie could not recognize
him at all. The Sun Set Sect was meant to be for women only; all
males were prohibited from entering. Jackie would be surprised to see
a man there.
At that same time, Darryl was shocked when he saw Jackie. He was
completely stunned.
‘The Sun Set Sect’s Elder Master is Jackie? Isn’t he the Sect Master
of Illusion Sound Sect? Since when did he become the Elder Master
of the Sun Set Sect?’ he thought, his mind ringing. He could not
understand it at all.
At that time, Jackie came to his senses as he asked Jasmine, “Who is
this man? How will a man be allowed to stay at the Sun Set Sect main
altar?”
As he spoke, he observed Darryl with sharp eyes. He looked at him as
if his eyes could pierce through a person.
Jasmine smiled briefly as she introduced, “This is Mister Darren
Derby. He comes from a family with generations of doctors. Earlier he

trespassed into Sun Set Sect by mistake and was captured by the
disciples.”
Then, Jasmine shared the entire incident with Jackie.
When she was done speaking, Jasmine smiled and looked at Darryl
as she said, “Mister Derby’s medical knowledge is really impressive.
During the day, he had produced the Yang pill in front of everyone to
help me to extract the chill poison.”
When she said that, Jasmine looked at Darryl and could not hide the
admiration in her heart.
‘What?’ When he heard that, Jackie was shocked. He looked at Darryl
with a conflicted facial expression; he felt doubtful.
‘This person looks like an ordinary person, but he has such powerful
medical knowledge?’
The chill poison in Jasmine’s body was really severe. After Jackie
became the Sect Master of the Illusion Sound Sect, he had asked his
disciples to look everywhere for the antidote. ‘This man knows to
create the correct antidote immediately? And he knows about elixir
production too?’
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Jackie continued to observe Darryl. He judged him and felt that he
was unbelievable. “You have medical knowledge and you know elixir
production?”
Even after what Snowy and Jasmine had said, Jackie still could not
believe it. The person in front of him looked too ordinary and did not
look like a famous doctor at all.
“Yes!” Darryl replied, smiling gently.
He looked very calm, but Darryl felt unsettled in his heart. Darryl had
just defeated Jackie yesterday, and in a blink of an eye, they met
again.
However, Darryl felt lucky in his heart. ‘Luckily, I changed my
appearance so Jackie won’t recognize me. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be
able to avoid getting into a battle.’
Darryl was not afraid of Jackie. However, he was deep in the main
altar of the Sun Set Sect, and it would not be to his advantage if they
got into a fight.
Jackie chuckled when he heard Darryl’s reply. He said arrogantly,
“There are many self-proclaimed famous doctors in this world. Who
knows if you are just another fake?”
As he spoke, Jackie turned his head and said to Jasmine, “There are
many evil people in society; you won’t know a person’s heart, so don’t
be fooled.”

Jasmine smiled lightly and shook her head. “Mister Derby produced
the Yang Pill. After consuming it earlier in the day, I feel much better.
Why would I let him stay if he was just a fake?”
Snowy continued to say, “Yes, Elder Master. Mister Derby’s medical
skill is really powerful. He is much more powerful than I am. Besides
that, he is extremely talented in elixir production.”
When he heard that, Jackie sighed in relief, he looked closely at Darryl
again as the doubt in his heart had cleared, but he still looked subtly,
without many emotional changes.
Jackie was an arrogant person, and not many people in the world
could impress him. Even though the person in front of him was a
famous doctor, he would not be bothered as well.
At that moment, Darryl had calmed down completely.
‘It is better if Jackie is not interested in me. Then, I don’t have to worry
about my identity being exposed,’ Darryl thought as he tried to come
up with a reason to excuse himself.
However, at that moment, Jasmine smiled and opened her mouth to
speak, “Elder Gebn, quickly check on Elder Master’s condition and
give him some medicine.”
“Yes!” Snowy replied and went closer towards Jackie.
When she was close to him, Snowy looked at Jackie’s face and asked
silently about his injury. She then spoke gently, “Elder Master, your
pulse is injured from the vibration. I will prepare some medication to
smoothen your blood flow. You will recover fully after ten days’ rest.”

‘Ten days?’ Jackie furrowed his brows and shook his head.
“That’s too long. I have a lot of things to do for the Illusion Sound Sect.
Is there any way to shorten the time, or increase my medication
dosage?” he said.
When he said that, Jackie looked calm, but he was frustrated in his
heart.
Ever since they failed to attack the Famed Sword Manor, the Illusion
Sound Sect’s reputation in the community had weakened significantly.
Many other sects were in secret discussions on how to take down the
Illusion Sound Sect.
Darryl also defeated Jackie in front of everyone, and his reputation in
the Illusion Sound Sect was in jeopardy too. Under such
circumstances, how could Jackie stay at the Sun Set Sect main altar
for ten days?
“Elder Master!” Snowy hesitated as she bit her lips and said, “The
medication I will be preparing is the ideal dosage. If we were to
increase the dosage further, the effect might backfire. You must know
that we cannot prescribe medication recklessly.”
As she spoke, she looked at Darryl to her side; her eyes shone as she
smiled and said, “Oh yes, Mister Derby must have another way.”
‘Him?’ Jackie glared at Darryl and squeezed his brows discreetly. He
was against that idea in his heart.

Jackie was an arrogant, lonely person. He would only believe in
himself. In his heart, he was against the thought of having another
outsider treat his injury.
However, Snowy kept recommending Darryl. She pulled his arm and
smiled as she said, “I almost forgot that Mister Derby is here. His
medical skills are much better than mine, so he must have another
way to treat Elder Master’s injury over a shorter period of time.”
When she said that, Snowy could not hide how impressed she was
with Darryl.
“That’s right, that’s right….” Jasmine nodded in agreement too. She
smiled gently and said, “Mister Derby’s medical skills are exceptional.
He should have a better cure.”
As she spoke, Jasmine said to Darryl, “Mister Derby, sorry to cause
you any trouble.”
Darryl wanted to cry when he saw that.
‘What is going on? I am the one who injured Jackie, but I have to help
to cure him now?’
However, under Snowy and Jasmine’s watchful gaze, Darryl still
smiled as he walked over.
When he reached, Darryl smiled at Jackie, “Since Sect Master and
Elder Gen highly recommended me, I will try my best. Please tell me
how you sustained the injury. Please tell me in great detail so that I
can find the right medication.”

Darryl clearly knew Jackie’s injury. However, he still needed to ask to
act appropriately. If he stayed silent and went on with the medication,
his identity might be revealed.
However, Jackie was not cooperating. He teased Darryl on purpose,
“Aren’t you the famous doctor? In the art of medication, smelling and
looking are the key. Don’t you know my condition by looking at my
condition now?”
Darryl was stunned when he heard what Jackie said. ‘It is obvious that
Jackie is trying to test my medical skills.’
It was a coincidence that Darryl was the one who caused Jackie’s
injury. If he did not already know how Jackie got injured, it would be
difficult to tell just by looking at him.
As he grumbled in his heart, Darryl squeezed a smile and nodded as
he answered, “Elder Master is right, let me take a look.”
As he spoke, Darryl walked slowly in circles around Jackie and started
to observe him diligently.
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Finally, after a whole two minutes, Darryl smiled and said to Jackie, “If
I’m correct, you were harmed by a grand weapon, and it injured your
pulse.”
As he spoke, Darryl intentionally looked like he was deep in thought
as he continued to talk, “The grand weapon that harmed you had a
strong killing aura. Let me guess, it should be Lu Bu’s Heavenly
Halberd?”
Jackie’s heart trembled as he looked at Darryl curiously. He was
stunned and could not speak.
‘This person’s medical technique is so powerful to this extent. Not only
can he tell accurately what my injury is, he can even guess the
weapon that harmed me. How incredible.’
Jasmine’s body trembled as she looked at Darryl; her eyes were
shining with amazement and respect.
‘My judgement of him was correct. Mister Derby is like a healer from
heaven. No one told him about how Jackie was injured, but he
guessed accurately by just observing.’
Snowy and the rest of the disciples were all in shock as they looked at
Darryl with admiration.
“Mister Derby’s medical skill was incredible.”
“That’s right, he knew it by just looking at it.”

“How incredible…”
Darryl looked arrogant while he saw how shocked they looked, but he
was laughing secretly to himself.
‘Jackie and Snowy are so interesting. I just said a few words and they
are all amazed. I am the one who caused Jackie’s injury; how could I
guess wrongly?’
Finally, Jackie reacted and complemented Darryl, “Mister Derby is
really great. You guessed correctly; that is impressive. I was injured by
the Heavenly Halberd. May I know Mister, is there any cure that can
speed up my recovery?”
As he said that, Jackie sounded respectful and polite. His arrogance
earlier was all gone.
“A medicated bath, just like how it sounds, will eliminate the injury.”
Darryl looked around before his gaze finally landed on Jackie. “Get
someone to prepare a wooden pail and then put in a few herbs, and
medication following my instructions. You shall soak in it for an hour
and that should relieve your injury substantially.”
Darryl continued to think, then continued to say, “However, you need
to apply the medication in the right sequence. It also requires a special
method to activate the energy to cure the injury. As such, I will need to
be around.”
He looked serious, but on the inside, he was smiling.

The truth was, Darryl had many ways to speed up Jackie’s recovery,
but Darryl did not want that. Jackie was deviant, so how could he cure
him so easily?
When Darryl mentioned the medicated bath, he did not just make that
up. He did that in order to find the opportunity to leave the Sun Set
Sect.
Darryl had planned it properly; he would take the opportunity to leave
when Jackie was in the medicated bath. Even if Jackie noticed he left,
his body would be fully exposed, and he would not be able to come
out and chase after him.
When he said that, the entire hall went dead silent.
Jasmine, Snowy, and the rest of the female disciples looked at Darryl
with conflicted emotions as their eyes shone with curiosity.
As for Jackie, his facial expression changed, and he was blushing. He
felt unnatural.
The next second, Jackie shook his head firmly. “This won’t work. Think
of another solution.”
When he spoke, Jackie’s eyes looked determined and like he was not
up for negotiation. At the same time, he turned his head and did not
look at Darryl, showing a sense of shyness.
Jasmine cleared her throat and said softly, “Yes, Mister Derby, is there
something else we can do? This medication bath…seems rather….”

As she spoke, her eyes looked conflicted. She wanted to speak, but
she paused.
‘Oh!’ Darryl was stunned and curious. ‘What’s wrong; isn’t it just a
bath? We both are men, so why is Jackie being fussy like a woman?’
Darryl still did not know that although Jackie looked like a beautiful
and smart man on the surface, he was indeed a woman inside. The
truth was when she set up the Sun Set Sect with Jasmine, Jackie was
still dressing as a woman. However, she dressed as a male on
occasion, and went through an unusual incident, and became the
Illusional Sound Sect Sect Master. That was when Jackie started to
dress as a man.
She did this as the Illusion Sound Sect rules clearly stated that a
woman cannot be a Sect Master. As such, Jackie dressed like a man
to keep her position. She would have lost her position if anyone found
out she was a woman.
“Other than a medicated bath, there is still one other way.” Darryl
scratched his head and said, “However all these other solutions are
similar to the one Elder Gen mentioned and will take a longer time.It
requires at least ten days for recovery. The medicated bath is the
fastest way.”
At that time, Darryl still did not notice Jackie was a woman. The
reason he insisted on saying that was so that he could use the
opportunity to escape when Jackie was in the medicated bath.
When she heard that, Jackie moaned deeply. She hesitated but still
nodded her head in the end. “Alright then.”

Jackie looked straight at Darryl and said without a doubt, “However,
before the medicated bath begins, Mister Darryl will need to be
blindfolded.”
Her voice was not loud, but she was firm without a doubt.
‘How can I let my pure female body be seen by a man?’
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‘Sh*t!’ Darryl was stunned and did not know that Jackie was a woman
dressed as a man.
Darryl could not help but grumbled, ‘This Jackie must be crazy to ask
me to be blindfolded during the bath. This man has some mental
problems or something, or obsessive-compulsive disorder.’
Darryl nodded his head and said, “Fine, no problem!”
‘Even if you have obsessive-compulsive disorder, once you are in the
wooden pail, I will find the opportunity to leave.’
Seeing Darryl had agreed, Jackie felt relieved. She raised her hand to
order the female disciple beside her to prepare the wooden pail and
hot water in the room.
Next, Jackie stood and walked towards the room as Darryl followed
behind her.
Jasmine was worried about Jackie’s injury, so she followed behind
them and brought Snowy along.
Soon, the wooden pail and hot water were ready. Darryl ordered some
people to put in the herbs and medication. Then, they put it in the hot
water one by one, following the dosage and sequence he stated.
After doing that, a female disciple brought a black cloth and
blindfolded Darryl’s eyes.

At that instant, all Darryl could see was complete darkness. However,
he was not worried. He took a deep breath discreetly and said to
Jackie, “Elder Master, you may enter the water now. After you are fully
soaked, I shall tell you how to activate your energy to regulate the
internal energy in your body.”
As he spoke, he said to Jasmine, who was by the door, “Sect Master,
Elder Gen, this medicated bath method is a secret technique from my
family. As such, you all should leave.”
“Alright, we will guard at the door.” Jasmine could only nod and led
Snowy with the rest of the female disciples out of the room and closed
the door.
Many family techniques were not shared with outsiders, especially for
medical knowledge. Jasmine understood that well in her heart.
At that moment, Jasmine still did not know what Darryl said was just
intended to make them leave.
At an instant, Darryl and Jackie were the only ones left in the room
with the boiling water.
Splash!
Knowing that Darryl was blindfolded and could not see her, Jackie was
relieved. She removed her clothes and went in the pail slowly.
“Elder Master, your pulse was injured by the vibration. After you enter
the pail, activate the energy in your abdomen and direct it towards
your heart,” Darryl explained seriously when he heard the sound of
water splashes.

Jackie responded by following Darryl’s instructions. She soaked in the
pail and started to activate her internal energy to heal her pulse. Once
she was in position, she shut her eyes and looked peaceful.
At that instant, the entire room was quiet; even the sound of a
dropping needle could be heard.
Although Darryl could not see, he could feel that Jackie was fully
submerged in the medicated bath at that moment.
‘This is the best time to run!’ he thought before he did not hesitate to
pull down the black cloth on his face, and he walked towards the
window behind him.
However, he saw something in the wooden pail in the corner of his
eyes. Darryl was in shock and was completely stunned.
He saw an alluring body figure in the midst of the warm water, soaking
in the pail. Darryl’s eyes turned straight instantly.
‘Wow!’ Darryl could not help but take a cold breath when he saw the
gorgeous face. He was extremely shocked in his heart.
‘Are my eyes alright? Jackie is a woman?’
Darryl could see that Jackie was indeed a woman with exquisite facial
features. Her beauty was indescribable.
‘Sh*t, she’s a lady dressed like a man. She’s beautiful. So beautiful,’
he thought.

At that moment, Darryl’s eyes did not even blink. He was just amazed.
Just when Darryl was engrossed with his feelings, he suddenly felt a
killing aura in front of his eyes.

